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A B S T R A C T

The incompleteness of Knowledge Graphs (KGs) is a crucial issue affecting the quality of AI-based
services. In the scholarly domain, KGs describing research publications typically lack important infor-
mation, hindering our ability to analyse and predict research dynamics. In recent years, link prediction
approaches based on Knowledge Graph Embedding models became the first aid for this issue. In this
work, we present Trans4E, a novel embedding model that is particularly fit for KGs which include N
to M relations with N≫M. This is typical for KGs that categorize a large number of entities (e.g., re-
search articles, patents, persons) according to a relatively small set of categories. Trans4E was applied
on two large-scale knowledge graphs, the Academia/Industry DynAmics (AIDA) and Microsoft Aca-
demic Graph (MAG), for completing the information about Fields of Study (e.g., ’neural networks’,
’machine learning’, ’artificial intelligence’), and affiliation types (e.g., ’education’, ’company’, ’gov-
ernment’), improving the scope and accuracy of the resulting data. We evaluated our approach against
alternative solutions on AIDA, MAG, and four other benchmarks (FB15k, FB15k-237, WN18, and
WN18RR). Trans4E outperforms the other models when using low embedding dimensions and ob-
tains competitive results in high dimensions.

1. Introduction

The technology of Knowledge Graphs (KGs) empow-
ered by graph-based knowledge representation brought an
evolutionary change in a range of AI tasks. As a conse-
quence, many application domains in science, industry, and
different enterprises use KGs for data management. How-
ever, a challenge with KGs is that, despite the presence of
millions of triples, capturing complete knowledge from the
real world is almost impossible, even for specific application
domains. Therefore, KGs usually remain incomplete.

Scientific research is one of the major domains for the
application of KGs. In the last years, we saw the emergence
of several KGs describing research outputs, such as Mi-
crosoft Academic Graph1 [51], Scopus2, Semantic Scholar3,
Aminer [62], Core [21], OpenCitations [37], Dimensions4,
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1Microsoft Academic Graph - http://aka.ms/microsoft-academic
2Scopus - https://www.scopus.com/
3Semantic Scholar - https://www.semanticscholar.org/
4Dimensions - https://www.dimensions.ai/

Open Research Knowledge Graph5 [18], and others. These
solutions are crucial for performing large-scale bibliomet-
ric studies, informing funding agencies and research pol-
icymakers, supporting a variety of intelligent systems for
querying the scientific literature, identifying research topics,
suggesting relevant articles and experts, detecting research
trends, and so on. Their usefulness and, consequently, our
ability to assess research dynamics, are however crucially
limited by their incompleteness. Even basic metadata such
as affiliations, organization types, references, research top-
ics, and conferences are often missing, noisy, or not properly
disambiguated. Therefore, apparently simple tasks such as
identifying the affiliation and the country of origin of a pub-
lication still require a large amount of manual data clean-
ing [27].

Traditionally, data integration methods have been ap-
plied to solve data incompleteness in the context of databases
and repositories. However, when completing and refining
large KGs, it is crucial to adopt scalable and automatic
approaches. Among the many possible graph completion
methods, Knowledge Graph Embedding (KGE) models have
recently gained a lot of attention. KGEs learn representa-
tions of graph nodes and edges with the goal of predict-
ing links between existing entities. Embedding models have
been in practical use for various types of KGs in different do-
mains, including digital libraries [58], biomedical [25], and
social media [43].

However, the specific characteristics of scholarly KGs
poses important challenges for link prediction methods

5ORKG - https://www.orkg.org/orkg/
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based on KGE models [7, 45, 48, 61, 53, 47, 29]. One cru-
cial aspect is the presence of several N to M relations with
N≫M. Given a triple (ℎ, r, t), this situation arises when the
cardinality of the entities in the head position (ℎ) for a cer-
tain relation (r) is much higher than the one of the entities
in the tail position (t). This is the case for most scholarly
knowledge graphs [37, 51, 1, 62, 20] that usually catego-
rize millions of documents (e.g., papers, patents) according
to a relatively small set of categories (e.g., topics, affilia-
tion kinds, countries, chemical compounds). Current KGE
models lack the ability to handle effectively these kinds of
relations since they are unable to assign to each entity a well
distinct embedding vector in a low dimensional space. As a
result, link prediction and node classification techniques that
exploit these embeddings tend to perform poorly.

To address this problem, we propose Trans4E, a new em-
bedding model specifically designed to support link predic-
tion for KGs which present N to M relations with N≫M.
Specifically, Trans4E tackles the issue by providing a larger
number of possible vectors (8d − 1, where d is the embed-
ding dimension) to be assigned to entities involved in N to M
relations. Trans4E enables the generation of a well distinct
vector for each entity even when using small embedding di-
mensions.

The motivating scenario for this work was supplied
by the Academia/Industry DynAmics (AIDA)6 Knowledge
Graph [2], a resource that was designed for studying the
relationship between academia and industry and for sup-
porting systems for predicting research dynamics. The cur-
rent version of AIDA integrates the metadata about 21M
publications from Microsoft Academic Graph (MAG) and
8M patents from Dimensions in the field of Computer Sci-
ence. In this resource, documents are categorized accord-
ing to their research topics drawn from the Computer Sci-
ence Ontology (CSO)7 [39] and classified with their au-
thors’ affiliation types on the Global Research Identifier
Database (GRID)8 (e.g., ‘Education’, ‘Company’, ‘Govern-
ment’, ‘Nonprofit’). This solution enables analysing the evo-
lution of research topics across academia, industry, govern-
ment institutions, and other organizations. For instance, it
allows us to detect that a specific topic, originally introduced
by academia, has been recently adopted by industry. It can
also support systems for predicting the impact of specific
research efforts on the industrial sector [38] and the evolu-
tion of technologies [34]. Nevertheless, only 5.1M out of
the 21M articles could be mapped to a GRID and charac-
terized according to their affiliation type. Therefore, more
than 75% of the publications are missing this critical infor-
mation, significantly reducing the scope and accuracy of the
resulting analytics. In order to show that our approach can
be applied to fields with very different characteristics, we
also use it to complete the Fields of Study, which is a col-
lection of terms from multiple disciplines utilized to index
the articles in MAG. Indeed, the completeness of the set of

6AIDA - http://aida.kmi.open.ac.uk
7CSO - https://cso.kmi.open.ac.uk/
8GRID - https://www.grid.ac/

terms associated with a paper varies a lot and depends on
the quality and style of the abstract, which in turn is often
parsed from online PDFs, leading to mistakes and missing
content. This in turn hinders our ability to understand the
research concepts associated with the paper and to obtain
comprehensive analytics. Completing the affiliation types
and the Fields of Study is crucial for improving the overall
quality of these knowledge graphs and a very good practical
use case for link prediction.

We evaluated Trans4E against several alternative models
(TransE, RotatE, QuatE, ComplEx) on the task of link pre-
diction on AIDA, MAG, and four other well-known bench-
marks (FB15K, FB15k-237, WN18, and WN18RR).

The experiments showed that Trans4E outperforms the
other approaches in the case of N to M relations with N ≫ M
and yields very competitive results in all the other cases, in
particular when using low embedding dimensions. The abil-
ity to solve the N ≫ M issue and to perform well even when
adopting small embedding dimensions makes Trans4E par-
ticularly apt for handling large scale knowledge graphs that
describe millions of entities of the same type (e.g., docu-
ments, persons).

In summary, the contributions of our work are the fol-
lowing:

• We propose Trans4E, a new embedding model specif-
ically designed to provide link prediction for large-
scale KGs presenting N to M relations with N ≫ M.

• We apply Trans4E on a real word scenario that in-
volves completing affiliation types and Fields of Study
(N ≫ M relations) in AIDA and MAG.

• We further evaluate our approach on four well-
known benchmarks (FB15k, FB15k-237, WN18, and
WN18RR), showing that Trans4E yields competitive
performances in several configurations.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section
2, we review the literature on current embedding models for
data completion and scholarly knowledge graphs. In Sec-
tion 3, we present a motivating scenario involving the com-
pletion of the AIDA knowledge graph. In Section 4, we de-
scribe Trans4E. Section 5 reports the evaluation of the model
versus alternative solutions. Finally, in Section 6 we sum-
marise the main conclusions and outline future directions of
research.

2. Background and Related Work

In this section, we will first review the graph embedding
models and their application to link prediction. Then we will
discuss the current generation of scholarly knowledge graphs
that can benefit from these solutions.

2.1. Knowledge Graph Embedding Models
In this section, we introduce the definitions required to

understand our approach.
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Embedding Vectors. Let the knowledge graph be
KG = ( ,,  ), where  is the set of entities (nodes) in the
graph,  is the set of all relations (edges), and  is the set
of all triples in the graph in the form of (ℎ, r, t), e.g., (Berlin,

CapitalOf, Germany). KGE models are applied to KGs for
link prediction by measuring the degree of correctness of a
triple. To do so, a KGE model aims at mapping each en-
tity and relation of the graph into a vector space (shown as
(h, r, t), h, r, t ∈ ℝ

d), where d is the embedding dimension
of each vector. By ℎi, we refer to the i-th element of the
vector h where i ranges in {1,… , d}. The vector represen-
tation of the entities and the relations in a KG are the actual
embeddings.

Score Function. Using this representation, the plausi-
bility of the triples is then assessed by the scoring func-
tion f (h, r, t) of the applied KGE model. If a triple is
more plausible, its score should be higher. For exam-
ple, f (Berlin, CapitalOf, Germany) should be higher than
f (Berlin, CapitalOf, France).

Negative Sampling. Typical machine learning ap-
proaches are trained on both positive and negative samples.
However, all the triples present in KGs are considered true,
and this necessitates the injection of negative samples in the
training of the KGEs. In this work we use Adversarial neg-
ative sampling (adv) for this purpose. This technique gener-
ates a set of negative samples from a triple (ℎ, r, t) by using a
probabilistic algorithm to replace ℎ or t with a random entity
(ℎ′ or t′) existing in  .

Loss Function. Since at the beginning of the learning
process, the embedding vectors are initialized with random
values, the scores of the triples for positive and negative sam-
ples are also random. Optimization of a loss function  is
utilized to adjust the embeddings in such a way that positive
samples get higher scores than the negatives ones. Stochas-
tic Gradient Descent (SGD) method is commonly used for
optimising the loss function.

N to M Relations. As mentioned above, given a relation
r, the representation of facts in triple form is (ℎ, r, t). De-
pending on the type of a relation and its meaning, for a fixed
head (say ℎ1), there are at most M possible tails connected
to the head, i.e. {(ℎ1, r, t1), (ℎ1, r, t2)},… , (ℎ1, r, tM ). Sim-
ilarly, for a fixed tail, (say t1), there are at most N possible
head entity, i.e. {(ℎ1, r, t1), (ℎ2, r, t1),… , (ℎN , r, t1)}. There
are four cases that may arise for a relations which connects
a different number of heads and tails: a) both N and M are
small, b) both M and N are large, c) N is small and M is
large, and d) N is large and M is small. The latter is the
focus of this paper. For example, in the AIDA knowledge
graph the “hasType” relations connects a very large num-
ber of head entities (5.1M articles) to only 8 tail entities (the
GRID types).

2.2. Review of State-of-the-art KGEs
Here we summarize some of the most used existing mod-

els focusing in particular on their scoring function.

TransE [7] is one of the early embedding models and is
well known for its outstanding performance and simplicity.

It is a solid baseline that can still outperform many of the
most recent and complex KGEs [17]. The idea of the TransE
model is to enforce embedding of entities and relations in a
positive triple (ℎ, r, t) to satisfy the following equality:

h + r ≈ t (1)

where h, r and t are the embedding vectors of head, relation,
and tail, respectively. TransE model defines the following
scoring function:

fr(ℎ, t) = −‖h + r − t‖ (2)

RotatE [45] is a model designed to transform the head en-
tity to the tail entity by using the relation rotation. This
model embeds entities and relations in complex space. If
we constrain the norm of entity vectors, this model would
be reduced to TransE. The scoring function of RotatE is

fr(ℎ, t) = −‖h◦r − t‖ (3)

in which ◦ is the element-wise product. Rotate is one of the
recent state-of-the-art models which is leading the accuracy
competition among KGEs [45].

ComplEx [48] is a semantic matching model, which as-
sesses the plausibility of facts by considering the similarity
of their latent representations. In other words, it is assumed
that similar entities have common characteristics, i.e. are
connected through similar relationships [32, 52]. In Com-
plEx the entities are embedded in the complex space. The
score function of ComplEx is given as follows:

f (ℎ, t) = ℜ(hT diag(r) t̄)

in which t̄ is the conjugate of the vector t and ℜ returns the
real part of the complex number.

QuatE [61] models relations in the quaternion space. Sim-
ilarly to RotatE, QuatE represents a relation as a rotation.
However, a rotation in quaternion space is more expressive
than a rotation in complex space. A product of two quater-
nions Q1 ⊗ Q2 is equivalent to first scaling Q1 by magni-
tude |Q2| and then rotating it in four dimensions. QuatE
finds a mapping  → ℍ

d , where an entity h is represented
by a quaternion vector h = aℎ + bℎi + cℎj + dℎk, with
aℎ, bℎ, cℎ, dℎ ∈ ℝ

d .
The scoring function is computed as follows:

�(ℎ, r, t) = h′ ⋅ t = ⟨a′
ℎ
, at⟩+⟨b′ℎ, bt⟩+⟨c′ℎ, ct⟩+⟨d′ℎ, dt⟩ (4)

where ⟨⋅, ⋅ ⟩ is the inner product. h′ is computed by first
normalizing the relation embedding r = pr + qri+ urj+ vrk

to a unit quaternion:

r(n) =
r

|r| =
pr + qri + urj + vrk√
p2r + q2r + u2r + v2r

(5)
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and then computing the Hamiltonian product between r(n)

and h = aℎ + bℎi + cℎj + dℎk:

h′ = h⊗ r(n) ∶=
(
aℎ◦p − bℎ◦q − cℎ◦u − dℎ◦v

)

+
(
aℎ◦q + bℎ◦p + cℎ◦v − dℎ◦u

)
i

+
(
aℎ◦u − bℎ◦v + cℎ◦p + dℎ◦q

)
j

+
(
aℎ◦v + bℎ◦u − cℎ◦q + dℎ◦p

)
k

(6)

2.3. Further Related Work
Beside KGE models such as QuatE, ComplEx, TransE,

and RotatE, there are several related approaches based on
neural networks for KG completion. Here we cover the most
relevant ones with specific focus on link prediction.

Few-Shot Learning (FSL) takes advantage of prior
knowledge for efficiently learning from a limited number
of examples [54, 59]. Some FSL methods focus on graph
meta-learning [5, 60, 8], which provide fast adaption to the
newly imported data. Such techniques are not reported to be
suitable for large scale KGs and are mainly used on image
datasets. Some other FSL methods focus on link prediction
on graphs. For instance, authors in [10] use meta informa-
tion for learning the most important and relevant knowledge
with high retrieval speed. This model is similar to TransE
and therefore suffers from the same limitation regarding N
to M relation types with N ≫ M. In addition, FSL is most
useful in scenarios with few examples. This is not the case of
large-scale scholarly knowledge graph that usually can pro-
duce a large number of examples.

Transfer Learning (TL) aims at reusing the knowledge
gained while solving a specific problem for solving a differ-
ent but related one [64]. This strategy enables to address new
learning tasks without extensive re-training [14, 35]. A fam-
ily of methods labelled Graph Transfer Learning (GTLs) are
specifically designed to work on graph-structured data [24].
However, they are not directly applicable to the task dis-
cussed in this paper since they mostly focus on similarity
between entities rather than link prediction.

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) are often used for link
prediction [3, 57]. These methods compute the state of
embeddings for a node according to the local neighbor-
hood [63, 55, 50]. The embedding of a node is then cre-
ated as a d-dimension vector and produces output informa-
tion such as the node label. However, the high computation
costs of GNNs make them unsuitable for large-scale knowl-
edge graphs.

Several approaches for link prediction based on Deep
Neural Networks, such as KBAT [28] and CapsE [49], re-
ported very high performance, but were not consistent across
different benchmarks. An analysis by Su at al. [46] showed
that this behaviour was due to an inappropriate evaluation
protocol, and the performance of these models dropped after
fixing the relevant biases. According to them, instead, shal-
low KGE models (e.g., TransE, RotatE, ComplEx, QuatE)
are able to perform consistently across several evaluation
protocols [46].

Another interesting family of approaches regards com-
munity embeddings, which can optimize node embedding
by using a community-aware high-order proximity [9]. For
instance, vGraph [44] is a probabilistic generative model that
learns community membership and node representation col-
laboratively. ComE+ [9] is another approach for community
embedding which can tackle the situation in which the num-
ber of communities is unknown. However, these methods
focus on node and community embeddings based on intra-
group connections in terms of clustering and node classifi-
cation tasks rather than link prediction.

Details of more relevant works are discussed in sev-
eral surveys [6, 11]. A comprehensive review of recent ap-
proaches for knowledge graph representation is available in
a survey paper [19], where KG embedding models are dis-
cussed in terms of representation space, scoring function,
encoding models, and auxiliary information. The survey
also discusses a broad range of reasoning methods such as
Random Walk inference, Deep Reinforcement learning for
multi-hop reasoning, and rule-based reasoning which how-
ever mainly focus on path-related reasoning rather than link
prediction.

2.4. Scholarly Knowledge Graphs
In the last years, we saw the emergence of several knowl-

edge graphs describing research publications.Traditionally,
they either focus on the metadata of the articles, such as ti-
tles, abstracts, authors, organizations, or, more rarely, they
offer a machine-readable representation of the knowledge
contained therein.

A good example of the first category is Microsoft Aca-
demic Graph (MAG) [51], which is a heterogeneous knowl-
edge graph containing the metadata of more than 242M
scientific publications, including citations, authors, institu-
tions, journals, conferences, and Fields of Study. Similarly,
the Semantic Scholar Open Research Corpus9 [1] is a dataset
of about 185M publications released by Semantic Scholar,
an academic search engine provided by the Allen Institute
for Artificial Intelligence. The OpenCitations Corpus [37]
is released by OpenCitations, an independent infrastructure
organization for open scholarship dedicated to the publica-
tion of open bibliographic and citation data with semantic
technologies. The current version includes 55M publica-
tions and 655M citations. Scopus is a well-known dataset
curated by Elsevier, which includes about 70M publications
and is often used by governments and funding bodies to com-
pute performance metrics. The AMiner Graph [62] is a cor-
pus of more than 200M publications generated and used by
the AMiner system10. AMiner is a free online academic
search and mining system that also extracts researchers’ pro-
files from the Web and integrates them in the metadata. The
Open Academic Graph (OAG)11 is a large knowledge graph
integrating Microsoft Academic Graph and AMiner Graph.

9ORC - http://s2-public-api-prod.us-west-2.elasticbeanstalk.com/

corpus/
10AMiner - https://www.aminer.cn/
11OAG - https://www.openacademic.ai/oag/
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The current version contains 208M papers from MAG and
172M from AMiner. Core [20]12 is a repository that inte-
grates 24M open access research outputs from repositories
and journals worldwide. The Dimensions Corpus is a dataset
produced by Digital Science which integrates and interlinks
109M research publications, 5.3M grants, and 40M patents.

All these resources suffer from different degrees of data
incompleteness. For instance, it is still challenging to iden-
tify and disambiguate affiliations, which also hinders the
ability to categorize the articles according to their affiliation
types or countries [27]. Similarly, references are usually in-
complete, and the citation count of the same paper tends to
vary dramatically on different datasets [37].

A second category of knowledge graphs focuses in-
stead on representing the content of scientific publications.
This challenging objective was traditionally pursued by the
semantic web community, e.g., by creating bibliographic
repositories in the Linked Data Cloud [33], generating
knowledge bases of biological data [4], encouraging the
Semantic Publishing paradigm [42], formalising research
workflows [56], implementing systems for managing nano-
publications [16, 22] and micropublications [41], develop-
ing a variety of ontologies to describe scholarly data, e.g.,
SWRC13, BIBO14, BiDO15, SPAR [36]16, CSO17 [40]. A
recent example is the Open Research Knowledge Graph
(ORKG) [18]18, which aims to describe research papers in
a structured manner to make them easier to find and com-
pare. Similarly, the Artificial Intelligence Knowledge Graph
(AI-KG) [12]19 describes 1.2M statements extracted from
333K research publications in the field of AI. Since extract-
ing the scientific knowledge from research articles is still
a very challenging task, these resources tend also to suffer
from data incompleteness. Therefore, it is crucial to develop
new models that could tackle this issue and improve the qual-
ity of these KGs.

3. Motivating Scenario: AIDA Knowledge

Graph

3.1. Incompleteness in AIDA
Academia, industry, public institutions, and non-profit

organizations collaborate in the crucial effort of advancing
scientific knowledge. Analysing the knowledge flow be-
tween them, assessing the best policies to harmonise their
efforts, and detecting how they address emerging research
areas is a critical task for researchers, funding bodies, and
companies in the space of innovation. However, today schol-
arly KGs [37, 51, 1, 62, 20] do not support well this task
since they typically lack a high-quality characterization of
the research topics, affiliation types, and industrial sectors.

12CORE - https://core.ac.uk/
13SWRC - http://ontoware.org/swrc
14BIBO - http://bibliontology.com
15BiDO - http://purl.org/spar/bido
16SPAR - http://www.sparontologies.net/
17CSO - http://http://cso.kmi.open.ac.uk
18ORKG - https://www.orkg.org/orkg/
19AI-KG - http://scholkg.kmi.open.ac.uk/

Table 1
AIDA - Number of documents associated with the main GRID
types.

Papers Patents

Education 3,969,097 169,884
Company 954,143 5,335,836
Government 185,633 54,396
Facility 169,234 66,605
Nonprofit 61,129 38,959
Healthcare 28,362 28180
Other 25,028 16,631
Typed (GRID) 5,133,171 5,639,252
Total 20,850,710 7,940,034

Therefore, we recently introduced the Academia/Industry
DynAmics (AIDA) Knowledge Graph [2], which includes
more than one billion triples and describes 20M publications
from Microsoft Academic Graph (MAG)20 [51] and 8M
patents from Dimensions21 according to the 14K research
topics from the Computer Science Ontology (CSO)22 [39].
In addition, 5.1M publications and 5.6M patents that were
associated with IDs from the Global Research Identifier
Database (GRID)23 in the original data were also classi-
fied according to the type of the author’s affiliations and 66
industrial sectors (e.g., automotive, financial, energy, elec-
tronics) drawn from the Industrial Sectors ontology (IN-
DUSO)24. The mapping with MAG enables to characterize
all articles according to the relevant scholarly entities in the
MAG [51, 13], including authors, conferences, journals, ref-

erences (the full citation network), and the Fields of Study.
In the following, we will refer to the combination of the two
knowledge graph as AIDA+MAG.

AIDA is available at http://aida.kmi.open.ac.uk and can
be downloaded as a dump or queried via a Virtuoso triple-
store (http://aida.kmi.open.ac.uk/sparql/). The AIDA on-
tology builds on SKOS, CSO, and INDUSO and it is avail-
able at http://aida.kmi.open.ac.uk/ontology.

Table 1 shows the number of publications and patents
associated with the main categories from GRID. A docu-
ment can be associated with multiples types according to
the affiliations of the creators. Academic institutions (‘ed-
ucation’) are responsible for the majority of research pub-
lications (77.5%), while companies contribute to 19.8% of
them. When considering patents, the picture is very differ-
ent: 94.6% of them are from companies and only 3.0% are
typed as ’education’.

AIDA was specifically designed for analysing the evo-
lution of research topics across academia, industry, govern-
ment facilities, and other institution. For instance, Figure 1
shows an example of the most frequent 16 high-level top-
ics and reports the relevant percentage of academic publi-
cations, industry publications, academic patents, and indus-

20MAG - https://academic.microsoft.com/
21Dimensions - https://www.dimensions.ai/
22CSO - http://cso.kmi.open.ac.uk/
23GRID - https://www.grid.ac/
24INDUSO - http://aida.kmi.open.ac.uk/downloads/induso.ttl
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Figure 1: Distribution of the main topics in academia and industry.

trial patents. Some topics, such as Artificial Intelligence and
Theoretical Computer Science, are mostly addressed by aca-
demic publications. Others, e.g., Computer Security, Com-
puter Hardware, and Information Retrieval, attract a stronger
interest from the industry. The topics which are mostly as-
sociated with patents are Computer Networks, Internet, and
Computer Hardware. The overall sum of percentages for a
given category on a certain topic may be more than 100% be-
cause each document may be associated with multiple topics.

The current version only associates the affiliation type
with about 5.1M out of 21M articles and 5.6M out of the
8M patents. The missing documents that could not be typed
either have affiliations that are not present on GRID, or they
were not correctly mapped to the relevant GRID ids in the
original data, for instance, because it was not possible to
identify the institution when parsing the article. This is an
exemplary case of the incompleteness problem which ulti-
mately affects all scholarly knowledge graphs: a field that
could enable crucial analyses exists only for about 25% of
the documents.

This pragmatic scenario motivated us to investigate the
best models for link prediction that could be applied on
AIDA+MAG and by extensions on other knowledge graphs
that suffer from similar issues. AIDA, as many KGs in the
scholarly domain, describes millions of documents accord-
ing to a relatively small set of categories, making this task
quite challenging for two main reasons. First, there is an
abundance of N to M relations with N ≫ M, a situation that
is not well handled by the current solutions, as we will fur-
ther discuss in the next section. In addition, the number of
items makes computationally unfeasible the adoption of em-
beddings with large dimensions. Therefore, it is critical to
develop a solution that is able to both handle the N ≫ M
issue and work well with limited dimensions. These consid-
erations led to designing the novel Trans4E model presented
in this paper.

Since we also wanted to test our solution on a field with
different characteristics, we included in our analysis also the

Fields of Study25, which are terms from an in-house taxon-
omy used by MAG to index research papers. While we found
that the topics from CSO typically produce a better repre-
sentation of the domain of Computer Science [39] and thus
are more apt for the analyses that focus on this discipline,
FoS has the advantage of covering all research fields. In the
context of AIDA this is particularly useful for characterizing
industrial sectors and companies that are interested in Com-
puter Science applications in other fields such as Medicine,
Chemistry, Geology, and Physics. Furthermore, FoS is a
very interesting case study for a variety of reasons. First,
its purpose is the description of the knowledge in the arti-
cles rather than their objective characteristics, such as the
list of authors or the venues. Second, it is already present in
the vanilla MAG, allowing us to experiment on a well estab-
lished KG in this space. Finally, the quality of the topics for a
specific document depends on the length and style of the ab-
stract, which is typically parsed by an online PDF file, some-
times leading to mistakes and missing content. Indeed, doc-
uments that are associated with short or incorrectly parsed
abstracts are usually tagged with very few topics. Consider-
ing the relevant entities in the graph such as authors, venues,
and references, may enable to identify the missing topics.

Completing the Fields of Study is critical for supporting
deeper analyses of the trends of multiple disciplines. Be-
sides, the same approach may be adopted to support the inte-
gration of documents from other knowledge graphs that lack
abstracts (e.g., DBLP26, OpenCitations27). For the sake of
simplicity, in the rest of the paper we will refer to the Fields
of Study from MAG in AIDA+MAG simply as topics.

3.2. Limitations of KGEs for Link Prediction
To improve the number of documents in AIDA+MAG

characterized according to their affiliation types, we tried
four well-know embedding models: TransE, RotatE, Com-
plEx and QuatE. Their performance on this KG was not par-

25Fields of Study - https://academic.microsoft.com/topics/
26DBLP - https://dblp.org/
27OpenCitations - https://opencitations.net/
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ticularly good, in particularly when using small embedding
vectors.

A systematic analysis showed that this was due to the
characteristics of the hasGRIDType relation: a N to M re-
lation where N is large and M small, as in M = 7: ’Ed-
ucation’, ’Government’, ’Company’, ’Healthcare’, ’Facil-
ity’,’Nonprofit’, ’Other’. Indeed, for any triple in the form
(ℎ, hasGRIDType, t), there is a large number N of ℎ entities
(papers) given a specific tail t (types), and a small number M

of t (types) given a specific head ℎ (papers). The same ap-
plies for the triples with the hasTopic relation that associates
articles with topics.

The TransE model has some issues when handling these
kinds of relations. Let us consider N entitiesℎ (papers) typed
as ‘Education’ (ℎ, hasGRIDType,Education). According to
the TransE formulation 1 (see Equation 1), this case can be
formalized as:

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

h1 + r = t,

h2 + r = t,

⋮

hN + r = t.

(7)

Since the relation r is always hasGRIDType and the tail
t always Education, the formulation of the model enforces
to have h1 = h2 = … = hN for N number of papers. This
is an issue since the embedding vectors of all the entities
appearing in the head will be very similar. Consequently, the
model may be unable to distinguish among them, resulting
in poor performance. Therefore, the TransE model is more
suitable for N to M relations in which N and M are both
small.

RotatE suffers from the same issue. According to the
RotatE formulation, we have:

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

h1i◦ri = ti,

h2i◦ri = ti,

⋮

hNi◦ri = ti, i = 1,… , d.

(8)

This shows that in each element of the embedding vec-
tor (indexed as i), there is only one option for embeddings
for any head for a given tail. Therefore, in the case of the
hasGRIDType relation (also for hasTopic), RotatE lacks the
capacity to distinguish well among the research papers in
the head (ℎ). In conclusion, a larger vector space appears to
be crucial to properly represent these kinds of relations and
perform high-quality link prediction on AIDA and similar
scholarly knowledge graphs.

Other models, such as ComplEx and QuatE, suffer from
two major issues when applied on KG with high number of
entities: a) since they use 1 to K negative sampling [23]
(where K is the total number of entities in a KG), in the case
of N to M relations where N ≫ M, a substantial portion of
the samples are positive but they are used as negative sam-
ples; b) high computation costs also resulted from using K

negative sampling.

4. Methodology

4.1. The Trans4E Model
Trans4E is a novel KGE model designed to effectively

handle KGs which include N to M relations with N≫M. In
this section, we show that the capacity of this model for a
given relation (e.g., hasGRIDType, hasTopic) and the corre-
sponding tail entity (e.g., type or topic) is 8d , which allows
to generate a distinct vector for each entity (e.g., a specific
paper) even when using small embedding dimensions. Here
we introduce the core formulation of the score function of
Trans4E.

Trans4E maps the entities of the graph via relations in
Quaternion vector space ℍ

d . Concretely, given a triple of
the form (ℎ, r, t), our model follows the following steps:

(a) The head entity vector (h ∈ ℍ
d) is rotated by r� de-

grees in quaternion space i.e. h�r = h ⊗ r� . ⊗ is an
element-wise Hamilton product between two quater-
nion vectors.

(b) The rotated head i.e. h�r is translated by the relation
embedding vector r to get hr = h�r + r.

(c) The translated head embedding vector should meet the
tail embedding vector i.e. hr ≈ �ℎ ⊗ t for a positive
sample (ℎ, r, t). t ∈ ℍ

d . However, there is a pos-
sibility that the transformed vector of the head is not
exactly meeting the tail. In order to solve this prob-
lem, we could use �ℎ = [�ℎ1,… , �ℎd] ∈ ℍ

d , which is
a mapping regularizer.

Following the mentioned steps, we define the score func-
tion as:

f (h, r, t) = −‖hr − �ℎ ⊗ t‖. (9)

The score function returns a low value if the triple is false
i.e. hr ≠ �ℎ ⊗ t and returns high value (close to zero) if the
triple is true i.e. hr ≈ �ℎ ⊗ t. In this way, we measure the
plausibility of each triple (ℎ, r, t).

In addition, two regularized versions of the Trans4E
model are also made available. The first is Trans4EReg1,
which is the regularized version of Trans4E where a relation-
specific head rotation and the tail mapping regularizer are
used. The second is Trans4EReg2, which is a regularized
version of Trans4E with a relation-specific rotation on the
tail side (in addition to the relation-specific head rotation and
the tail mapping regularizer).

4.2. Link Prediction on N to M Relations
Here we show that Trans4E provides a higher capacity

with fewer limitations than other models. Given a relation
r (e.g., hasGRIDType) and a tail t (e.g., ’Education’), the
following constraints are applied for each of the resulting
triples:
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⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

h1�ri + ri = �ℎ1i ⊗ ti,

h2�ri + ri = �ℎ2i ⊗ ti,

⋮

hN�ri
+ ri = �ℎNi

⊗ ti, i = 1,… , d.

(10)

We can rewrite the Hamilton product as 4-dimensional
matrix-vector product:

h�ri = hi ⊗ r�i =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ar� −br� −cr� −dr�
br� ar� −dr� cr�
cr� dr� ar� −br�
−dr� −cr� br� ar�

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

aℎ
bℎ
cℎ
dℎ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
= iℎ⃗i.

(11)

Without loss of generality, we assume that the embed-
ding of the relation translation ri is zero and �ℎpi is a real
value. In this way, we can write the above system of equa-
tions in the following form:

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

iℎ⃗1i = �ℎ1i t⃗i

iℎ⃗2i = �ℎ2i t⃗i

⋮

iℎ⃗1i = �ℎNi
t⃗i, i = 1,… , d.

(12)

Note that the matrix i is 4 × 4 and has 4 distinct
eigenvalues/eigenvectors. Therefore, we can write iℎ⃗pi =

�ℎpi ℎ⃗pi = �ℎpi t⃗pi. If �ℎpi = �ℎpi , then the ith dimen-
sion of the head and tail vectors will be same, other-
wise, they will be different. Therefore, we will have
4 (number of distinct eigenvectors) × 2 = 8 various options
in each dimension to be assigned to the head entity vector.
The multiplication by 2 is due to the two possible cases, one
for the equality of the head and the tail and the other for their
inequality.

Because we use d dimensional vectors, we have 8d − 1

possible distinct vectors to be assigned to the entities appear-
ing in the head (e.g., articles in AIDA). As a result, the ca-
pacity of the model becomes 8d −1, which provides a larger
space than the TransE and RotatE models. In Section 5, we
will show the advantages of this solution by comparing it
against alternative models.

5. Evaluation

We compared Trans4E against four alternative embed-
ding models: TransE, RotatE, ComplEX, and QuatE.

5.1. Evaluation Datasets
We ran the experiments on a portion of the knowl-

edge graph AIDA+MAG including 68,906 entities and 180K
triples. Specifically, we considered the following entities:
publication IDs, authors, affiliation organizations, topics,

publication types, conference editions, conference series,
journals, years, countries, and references.

In this subset, the hasGRIDType relation includes about
5k entities (research papers) in the head position and 7 enti-
ties as tail (‘Education’, ‘Company’, ‘Government’, ‘Health-
care’, ‘Nonprofit’, ‘Facility’, and ‘Other’). Regarding the
hasTopic relation, the highest number of research articles
associated to a topic is 4,659, while the highest number of
topics associated to research articles is only 13.

We split the datasets into train (80%), test (10%), and
validation (10%) sets. Additionally, we evaluated the per-
formance of our model on four benchmarks: FB15K (14,951
entities and 1,345 relations), FB15k-237 (14,451 entities and
237 relations), WN18 (40,943 entities and 18 relations), and
WN18RR (40,943 entities and 13 relations).

5.2. Evaluation Criteria
In this section we discuss the criteria that we considered

for the evaluation.
Performance Metrics. The standard evaluating metrics

for the performance of KGEs are: Mean Rank (MR), Mean
Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Hits@k (k=1, 3, 10) [52]. MR
is the average rank of correct triples in the test set. In order
to compute it, we generate two sets of triples, Sℎ = (ℎ, r, ?)

andSt = (?, r, t), by corrupting each test triple (ℎ, r, t). After
this step, the scores of all the triples in Sℎ, St are computed
and the triples are sorted. The rank (rℎ, rt) of the original
triple (i.e. (ℎ, r, t)) is then computed in both sets Sℎ, and St.
For any triple, rℎ is the notation for the right ranks and rt
for the left ranks. The rank of the example triple of (ℎ, r, t)
is computed as rank =

rℎ+rt
2

. If we assume ranki to be
the rank of the i−th triple in the test set obtained by a KGE
model, then the MR and the MRR are obtained as follows:

MR =
∑
i

ranki,

MRR =
∑
i

1

ranki
.

For the evaluation on hasGRIDType and hasTopic rela-
tions, we only corrupted the tail of the relations and replaced
it with all the entities in the KG.

The Hits@K , for k = 1, 3, 10 . . . , is one of the standard
link prediction measurements. By considering the percent-
age of the triples for which ranki is equal or smaller than k,
we computed theHits@K . MR, the average MRR, Hits@1,
Hits@3, and Hits@10 are reported in Tables 2-6.

Dimension and KG Scale. Although the performance
measures of a machine learning model are important crite-
ria for evaluation, the dimension of the embedding vectors
is specifically important for KGE models, which are sup-
posed to be used in the real-world large-scale KGs. Indeed,
an embedding with very large dimensions may be unfeasible
in most practical settings.

Therefore, we compared the performances of our model
against state-of-the art models in a very low dimensional em-
bedding. This was done to simulate a real-world application
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Model Type hasTopic hasGRIDType

MR MRR Hits@1 Hits@3 Hits@10 MR MRR Hits@1 Hits@3 Hits@10
TransE 3785 0.031 0.006 0.027 0.071 6 0.658 0.500 0.771 0.970

RotatE 4749 0.036 0.000 0.001 0.008 38 0.472 0.000 0.000 0.001

QuatE 4862 0.066 0.021 0.066 0.151 159 0.252 0.166 0.271 0.431

ComplEx 3726 0.044 0.003 0.042 0.111 6 0.429 0.001 0.838 0.931

Trans4EReg1 3007 0.403 0.325 0.450 0.531 1 0.941 0.915 0.978 0.995

Trans4EReg2 2047 0.401 0.325 0.445 0.528 1 0.956 0.928 0.985 0.988

Trans4E 2908 0.089 0.030 0.083 0.211 1 0.900 0.834 0.965 0.998

Table 2
Performance of KGEs on AIDA for Dimension 5

Model Type hasTopic hasGRIDType

MR MRR Hits@1 Hits@3 Hits@10 MR MRR Hits@1 Hits@3 Hits@10
TransE 3903 0.135 0.043 0.126 0.355 1 0.859 0.769 0.944 1.000

RotatE 3890 0.155 0.057 0.144 0.411 1 0.891 0.823 0.970 1.000

QuatE 1693 0.093 0.057 0.106 0.165 1718 0.096 0.062 0.116 0.148

ComplEx 7279 0.081 0.036 0.093 0.167 700 0.896 0.869 0.919 0.939

Trans4EReg1 2424 0.379 0.300 0.416 0.515 117 0.907 0.856 0.947 0.991

Trans4EReg2 3250 0.394 0.327 0.429 0.507 1 0.959 0.928 0.990 1.000

Trans4E 3842 0.158 0.053 0.154 0.416 1 0.866 0.790 0.931 1.000

Table 3
Performance of KGEs on AIDA for Dimension 50

of KGEs on large scale KGs. Indeed, models which obtain
satisfactory performances on a portion of a graph using a
small vector size should also perform well when adopting
a higher dimension on a larger portion of the same graph
[30, 15].

5.3. Hyperparameter Setting
The development environment of our model is Py-

Torch28. In the experiments, we reshuffled the training
set in each epoch, and generated 16 mini batches on the
reshuffled samples. To determine the performances of our
model in high and low dimensions, the embedding di-
mension (d) was set to {5, 50, 500} in the experiments.
The batch size (b) is considered as {256, 512}, the fixed
margin  is {2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30} and learning rate as

28PyTorch - https://pytorch.org/

{0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1} with a negative sample of 10. L2

regularization coefficient is {0.000005, 0.0000005} for the
models QuatE, Trans4EReg1, and Trans4EReg2. The best
hyperparameter combination for Trans4E and Trans4EReg2
is b = 256, lr = 0.1,  = 20 and for Trans4EReg1 is b = 256,
lr = 0.001,  = 20, and d = 500 for all the models. For the
regularized versions � =0.000005.

5.4. Results and Discussions
In this section, we present the results of our experiments.

Specifically, Section 5.4.1 reports the results of the evalua-
tion regarding the graph completion on AIDA+MAG. Sec-
tion 5.4.2 compares the performance of Trans4E and several
alternatives on a set of four standard benchmarks (FB15k,
FB15k-237, WN18, andWN18RR). Section 5.4.3 investi-
gates the representation of the research topics and shows a

Model Type hasTopic hasGRIDType

MR MRR Hits@1 Hits@3 Hits@10 MR MRR Hits@1 Hits@3 Hits@10
TransE 3982 0.400 0.294 0.462 0.592 1 0.968 0.944 0.990 1.000

RotatE 4407 0.433 0.332 0.492 0.622 1 0.953 0.933 0.975 0.996

QuatE 1353 0.426 0.341 0.472 0.581 1 0.957 0.928 0.983 0.998

ComplEx 5855 0.099 0.077 0.109 0.129 1566 0.566 0.531 0.596 0.609

Trans4EReg1 2040 0.402 0.295 0.466 0.604 233 0.910 0.882 0.937 0.944

Trans4EReg2 1942 0.424 0.325 0.482 0.602 34 0.955 0.931 0.978 0.990

Trans4E 3904 0.426 0.318 0.492 0.628 1 0.968 0.944 0.995 0.998

Table 4
Performance of KGEs on AIDA for dimension 500.
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Figure 2: hasTopic for dimension 5,50 and 500 Figure 3: hasGRIDType for dimension 5,50 and 500

study of the distribution of their embedding vectors.

5.4.1. Knowledge Graph Completion in AIDA+MAG

In this section we evaluate the performance of Trans4E
versus alternative methods in completing the two rela-
tions hasGRIDType and hasTopic in AIDA+MAG. Specif-
ically, we compared Trans4E with TransE, RotatE, QuatE
and ComplEx. We also included Trans4EReg1 and
Trans4EReg2, the two regularized versions previously de-
fined in Section 4.1.

Table 2 reports the performances of the seven models for
dimension 5. Trans4EReg1 clearly outperforms all the other
models for the hasTopic relations. Trans4EReg2 obtains the
second-best performance. For instance, when considering
the hasTopic relation, Trans4EReg1 and Trans4EReg2 yield
32.5% in Hits@1 while all the other solutions obtain less
than 3%. For the hasGRIDType relations Trans4EReg2 out-
performs all the others with a 92.8% in Hits@1. Moreover,
Trans4EReg1, yields 91.5% in Hits@1 and Trans4E 83.4%,
while the best of the other models is TransE with 50.0%.

RotatE performed surprisingly poorly on both the
hasTopic and hasGRIDType relations, yielding 0% in
Hits@1. It should be noted that during testing, for a test
triple (p, ℎasGRIDType, t), we replaced the tail t with all
the entities in the graph and ranked the actual ones against
the corrupted triples. As a result, RotatE (in dimension 5)
does not rank any type entity even among the top 10 occur-
rences. This means that non-type entities in the corruption
process are ranked higher than the typed entities. This is
related to the limited solution space of the RotatE model,
which is also discussed in [31].

The overall accuracy for hasGRIDType is typically

higher than hasTopic. For instance, Trans4EReg1 yields
a Hits@10 of 99.5% for hasGRIDType and 53.1% for
hasTopic. This is mainly due to the fact that the number
of entities to be considered for hasTopic is much higher than
that for hasGRIDType.

Overall, Trans4EReg1 seems to be the most suitable
model for addressing large-scale KGs, where increasing the
dimension of the model is too costly in computational terms.

Table 3 reports the performances of the models using
dimensions 50. Trans4EReg1 and Trans4EReg2 outper-
forms all the models with regards to the hasTopic by a con-
siderable margin (up to 10% improvement on Hits@10).
When considering hasGRIDType, Trans4EReg2 obtains the
best performances in all metrics, folowed by Trans4EReg1
and RotatE. Due to the overfitting, the performance of
Trans4EReg1 and Trans4EReg2 decreases as the dimen-
sion increases from 5 to 50. In fact, Trans4EReg1 and
Trans4EReg2 with dimension 5 still outperforms all the
models with dimension 50 in most of the metrics.

Table 4 reports the experiments with a dimension of 500.
For hasGRIDType, Trans4E and TransE are comparable and
obtain the best performances. When considering hasTopic,
QuatE, RotatE, and Trans4E perform similarly well. Specifi-
cally, QuatE yields the best performance in Hits@1 (34.1%),
while Trans4E and RotatE perform best in Hits@3 (49.2%),
and Trans4E obtains the highest Hits@10 (62.8%).

Figure 2 and 3 summarize the performances of all the
models for dimension 5, 50, and 500. Trans4EReg1 signif-
icantly outperforms all the models when using low dimen-
sions and performs well also in high dimensions.
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Model Type FB15k WN18
MR MRR Hits@1 Hits@3 Hits@10 MR MRR Hits@1 Hits@3 Hits@10

TransE – 0.463 0.297 0.578 0.749 – 0.495 0.113 0.888 0.943

RotatE 40 0.797 0.746 0.830 0.884 309 0.949 0.944 0.952 0.959

QuatE 35 0.742 0.658 0.805 0.881 349 0.942 0.927 0.952 0.960

Trans4E 47 0.767 0.681 0.834 0.892 175 0.950 0.944 0.953 0.960

Table 5
Performance of KGEs on FB15K and WN18.

Model Type FB15k-237 WN18RR
MR MRR Hits@1 Hits@3 Hits@10 MR MRR Hits@1 Hits@3 Hits@10

TransE 357 0.294 – – 0.465 3384 0.226 – – 0.501

RotatE 177 0.338 0.241 0.375 0.533 3340 0.476 0.428 0.492 0.571

QuatE 170 0.282 0.178 0.315 0.501 2272 0.303 0.179 0.386 0.530

Trans4E 158 0.332 0.236 0.366 0.527 1755 0.469 0.416 0.487 0.577

Table 6
Performance of KGEs on FB15K-237 and WN18RR.

Figure 4: Distribution of the main topics in academia and
industry.

5.4.2. Link Prediction on Benchmark Datasets

We evaluated the performances of the Trans4E model
against the competitors on a set of standard benchmark
datasets with diverse relations (N to M relations where N
and M are large, N and M are small, N≫M and N≪M).

Table 5 and Table 6 show the performances of the
KGE models on the benchmark datasets FB15k, FB15k-237,
WN18, and WN18RR. Trans4E outperforms the other mod-
els in Hits@3 and Hits@10 in FB15k and WN18. It also ob-
tains a significantly better MR on FB15k-237 and WN18RR.
In FB15k, the Trans4E model outperforms all the other mod-
els when considering the Hits@3 and Hits@10. In WN18,
Trans4E outperforms TransE and QuatE, and obtains com-
petitive results with respect to RotatE. To note that, these
results are computed by running the models on the bench-

mark datasets using the best obtained hyperparameter set-
tings where the dimension is 200, and with 20 negative
samples using adversarial negative sampling [45]. The re-
sults are comparatively close in the case of FB15k-237 and
WN18RR, where Trans4E has a better performance in MR.
Overall, the results show that our model outperforms other
KGE models on N to M relations with N≫M and provides
competitive performance on KGs with diverse relations.

5.4.3. Efficiency of the Embeddings

To further investigate the representation of research top-
ics with Trans4E, we analysed how the embeddings discrim-
inate articles tagged with different topics.

Figure 4 shows the embeddings associated to the ar-
ticles in AIDA+MAG in two dimensions. In order to
produce it, we first selected five major topics of the
machine learning venues: “fuzzy_classification”, “nat-
ural_language_processing”, “competitive_learning”, “ma-
chine learning”, and “bioinformatics”. Then, we retrieved
the embedding vectors of the papers tagged with those top-
ics and visualized them by using T-SNE [26].

We can appreciate how papers with the same topics tend
to cluster together. For example, papers belonging to the
“fuzzy_classification” topic (green) lie within the same clus-
ter. Note that papers in some topics such as “bioinformatics”
may be associated to other topics as well (e.g. a paper may
be in “bioinformatics” and use “fuzzy_classification” meth-
ods). This is why papers related to more general topics are
distributed with a larger variance.

We further evaluated the ability of our model to prop-
erly distribute topics in the vector space based on their
publication dates. In Figure 5, we illustrate the distri-
bution of the learned vectors for the topics w.r.t their
publishing years. This shows that topics such as “con-
volutional_neural_networks”, “parallel_processing”, and
“speech_recognition” are correctly identified to be hot topics
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Figure 5: Distribution of Topics w.r.t Years. year >= 2015 is considered recent, year >=
2010 and year < 2015 are denoted as medium_recent, year >= 2005 and year < 2010
are medium_old, year>= 2000 and year < 2005 mean old, and anything before 2000 is
very_old.

for the corresponding years.
The topic “word_embedding” lies in the border of recent

and medium_old period indicating that even if old is still
lasting.There is also a cluster of topics around the very_old
time period for which the corresponding vectors are very dif-
ferent from the ones in other time periods. A manual analy-
sis revealed that most of them were mostly active before the
year 2000.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented Trans4E, a KGE model de-
signed to provide link prediction for KGs that include N to
M relations with N≫M. Trans4E and its regularized versions
(Trans4EReg1 and Trans4EReg2) have been applied on a
real world case involving the Academic/Industry DynAm-
ics Knowledge Graphs (AIDA) and the Microsoft Academic
Graph (MAG). The evaluation showed that Trans4E outper-
forms other approaches in the case of N to M relations with
N ≫ M and obtains competitive results in all the other set-
tings, in particular when using low embedding dimensions.
Hence, our approach appears to be an effective and general-
izable solution able to achieve and sometimes improve state-
of-the-art performance on many established benchmarks. In
addition, it seems to be the most effective model when deal-
ing with shallow classification schemes and using low em-
bedding dimensions.

In future work we aim to perform link prediction on
other relations in AIDA and MAG, with the aim to release a

new version of these KGs for the research community. We
also intend to use Trans4E for supporting a variety of other
tasks involving scholarly KGs, such as trend detection, ex-
pert search, and recommendation of articles and patents. Fi-
nally, we plan to investigate the application of Trans4E on
KGs describing scientific knowledge, such as AI-KG [12]
and ORKG [18].
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